A Fourier restriction estimate is obtained for a broad class of conic surfaces by adding a weight to the usual underlying measure. The new restriction estimate exhibits a certain affine-invariance and implies the sharp L p − L q restriction theorem for compact subsets of a type k conical surface, up to an endpoint. Furthermore, the chosen weight is shown to be, in some quantitative sense, optimal. Appended is a discussion of type k conical restriction theorems which addresses some anomalies present in the existing literature.
0. Introduction. In [14] Nicola gave an alternative proof of the sharp L p − L q Fourier restriction theorem for the conical surface {(ξ, |ξ|) : ξ ∈ R 2 } lying in the frequency space R 3 with measure dξ/|ξ|, originally due to Barceló [3] . Explicitly, this states whenever 1 ≤ p < 4/3 and q = p /3 one has
where A p > 0 is some constant depending on p only and S(R n ) denotes the space of Schwartz functions. Here it is observed Nicola's arguments can easily be adapted to give results in an affine-invariant setting. In particular, it is shown that Sjölin's affine restriction estimate for convex plane curves [21] implies a variant of the conical restriction theorem where one may replace the circular cone with any member of a broad class of conic surfaces given by dilating convex curves, provided the measure dξ/|ξ| is substituted with a suitable measure which is affine-invariant on each 'slice' of the conical surface. To make this discussion precise, let Σ ⊂ R 2 be a smooth plane curve, given by the boundary of some centred convex body. That is, Σ equals ∂Ω where Ω is compact, convex with smooth boundary for which 0 ∈ Ω is an interior point. There exists a function φ : R 2 → [0, ∞) that is smooth away from the origin, homogeneous of degree 1 and satisfies φ(ξ) = 1 if and only if ξ ∈ Σ. Define the conical surface C generated by Σ by C := (ξ, φ(ξ)) : ξ ∈ R 2 ⊂ R 3 .
Of course, the prototypical example is given by taking Σ = S 1 the unit circle, in which case φ(ξ) = |ξ| and C is the usual 'circular' cone. Initially consider the restriction problem for the compact piece of cone S := {(ξ, φ(ξ)) : ξ ∈ ∆} where ∆ := {ξ ∈ R 2 : 1 ≤ φ(ξ) ≤ 2} endowed with surface measure dσ. One wishes to determine the exponents (p, q) for which there exists some constant A p,q,S > 0 (which may depend on the choice of exponents and on the choice of cone) such the following estimate holds:
for all F ∈ S(R 3 ).
The expected range of p and q is determined by properties of the curvature of Σ and Knapp-type counter-examples. Sharp results in the nondegenerate case where the curve Σ is assumed to possess everywhere nonvanishing curvature were established in [3, 14] (see also [10, 16] ). More generally, one can admit possible degeneracies provided the order of contact of the curve with any tangent line is everywhere bounded by some fixed integer k ≥ 2. In this case one says the curve is of type k, noting that k = 2 corresponds to the non-degenerate case. The inequality (1) was discussed for type k conical surfaces in [4] where it was established for a sub-optimal range of p, q and, more recently, an improvement appeared in [5] (for further discussion, see the appendix).
Related to estimates for a compact piece of the cone are restriction theorems for the whole cone C, such as the theorem stated at the start of the introduction. In this case C is equipped with a measure given by weighting the surface measure with a negative power of φ(ξ) so that the problem behaves well under scaling (in the above example the measure is dξ/|ξ|; for more general examples see, for instance, [4] ).
This paper considers conical restriction theorems not only in the type k case, but admits the possibility of points where Σ is completely flat. Interesting results can be obtained in this more general setting by weighting the measure by a suitable function which vanishes at the degenerate points. The weight ameliorates the effect of these degeneracies and one can hope to achieve L p − L q boundedness for the full range of exponents corresponding to the non-degenerate case. This strategy follows the example of numerous authors (notably Sjölin [21] and Drury [9] ) who, in considering Fourier restriction problems involving degenerate curves or surfaces, have replaced the underlying surface measure dσ with affine surface measure κ 1/(n+1) dσ. This measure has the desired effect of dampening any degeneracies of the curve or surface and also makes the problem both affine and parametrisation invariant.
When considering conic surfaces the affine surface measure is not suitable (it is the zero measure). However, here a variant of this measure is described which leads to interesting restriction results exhibiting certain affine invariance properties.
In the following section the weighted restriction theorem is stated and proved. It is also shown to imply some of the finite-type results mentioned above. Higher dimensional analogues are stated and shown to follow from the (open) affine restriction conjecture. The latter section demonstrates that the choice of weight is optimal in some quantitative sense. Appended is a discussion of type k conical restriction theorems in which some discrepancies existing in the literature are clarified.
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1. Weighted restriction theorem. Let Σ, φ and C be as in the introduction. Define the weight function
Here · , · denotes the Euclidean inner product and M (φ) is the matrixvalued function
Notice M (φ) is the negative of the adjugate of the Hessian matrix of φ. One may easily verify w is smooth away from the origin and homogenous of degree 0. The desired restriction estimate for the whole cone is as follows: Proposition 1. For φ and w as above, if 1 ≤ p < 4/3 and q = p /3 then
for all F ∈ S(R 3 ). Here A p is a universal constant in the sense that it depends on p only and, in particular, not the choice of conical surface.
Remark 1.
a) In the prototype case Σ = S 1 , w(ξ) = 1 and the original restriction estimate (1) is recovered.
b) The inequality (2) exhibits certain kind of affine invariance. If (2) holds for a fixed φ then it is easily seen to hold with the same constant A p whenever φ replaced with any function of the form φ • X where X ∈ GL(2, R) is an invertible linear transformation.
As indicated in the introduction, the proof of the proposition is given simply by observing that the arguments of Nicola in [14] may be adapted to work in this setting. The exposition will therefore be terse; the reader is directed to the aforementioned paper [14] for further details.
Before giving the proof some preliminary remarks are in order. For each t ≥ 0 let Σ t := tΣ denote the t-dilate of Σ so that the cone C may be expressed as a disjoint union of a continuum of slices:
Let dσ t denote the surface measure on Σ t with dσ := dσ 1 and κ the curvature of Σ. Elementary differential geometry yields the following identity:
A theorem of Sjölin [21] (see also [15] ) implies for 1 ≤ p < 4/3 and
where the constant A p is independent of the choice of convex curve Σ. It will be shown that the conic restriction estimate is related to (3) via the co-area formula
valid for all non-negative continuous functions g on R 2 . For a proof of this identity see [11] . Finally, a word on notation. Throughout this section, for a list of objects
Proof (of Proposition 1). Fixing exponents p, q satisfying the hypotheses of the proposition, it suffices to establish the dual extension estimate
where dµ C denotes the weighted conic measure so that
By applying the co-area formula together with a change of variables one obtains
Notice that the last integral is the value at t of the inverse Fourier transform of the function
Apply the Lorentz space version of the Hausdorff-Young inequality to obtain
where the second inequality is due to the interchange lemma from [14] . By a change of variables and an appeal to the dual formulation of the estimate (3) one deduces
.
Observe the hypotheses on the exponents imply q ≤ p and 1/p − 1/q = 2/p . Thus, by the nesting of Lorentz spaces and Lorentz version of Hölder's inequality,
whilst by an easy computation, essentially a reversal of the identities used at the start of the proof, one deduces
and thence the required estimate.
By applying Hölder's inequality one obtains a sharp restriction theorem for a compact piece of the cone. In particular, consider restriction to the surface S := {(ξ, φ(ξ)) : ξ ∈ ∆} where ∆ := {ξ ∈ R 2 : 1 ≤ φ(ξ) ≤ 2}.
It is interesting to note some applications of the preceding weighted restriction inequalities to the unweighted theory. Clearly if the curvature of Σ is non-vanishing then w(ξ) is bounded below by some positive constant. Thus the weighted results imply both the sharp restriction theorem for the compact piece of the cone with surface measure and for the whole cone with the scale-invariant measure in the non-degenerate case.
The proposition can also be used to obtain the results when Σ is of finite type and gives the sharp range of exponents, except for an endpoint. First note for sub-critical exponents 1 ≤ p < k+1 k and k+1 p < 1 q where k ≥ 3 is the type of Σ, the estimate
is a simple consequence of the previous corollary and Hölder's inequality. One may also obtain results on the critical line Corollary 3. Suppose Σ is of finite type, let S be as above and dσ denote surface measure on S. For 1 ≤ p < k+2 k+1 and q = p k+1 where k ≥ 3 is the type of Σ, the following estimate holds:
Remark 2. In the appendix it will be shown that the sharp range for which (6) holds is given by 1 ≤ p ≤ k+2 k+1 and therefore (3) is almost optimal. It is also remarked that it seems unlikely interpolating some elementary inequality with the result of Proposition 1 can produce the endpoint estimate owing to the different kind of behaviour of exhibited by the weighted operator when p = q.
Proof (of Corollary 3)
. By interpolation with the trivial (p, q) = (1, ∞) estimate, it suffices to show the restricted weak-type version of (6) holds for all 1 < p < k+2 k+1 and q = p k+1 . Fix a pair of exponents (p, q) satisfying these hypotheses and let
It is easy to verify 1 ≤ ρ < 4/3 and τ = ρ /3 and so the pair of exponents (ρ, τ ) satisfies the conditions of Corollary 2. Now partition ∆ into sets ∆ j defined as follows:
Fix a measurable subset E ⊂ R 3 of finite measure and α > 0 and consider
where the last inequality follows by applying Corollary 2. On the other hand, using the homogeneity of the weight one observes
By applying the sublevel set version of van der Corput's lemma (see, for instance, [6] ) together with the curvature hypothesis, one may deduce the estimate σ(Σ j ) φ 2 j/(k−2) . To conclude the proof note, for suitably chosen J ∈ Z,
where the last inequality is given by picking J to optimise the estimate. By the definition of the exponents ρ and τ it follows
In the appendix slicing will be applied directly to type k conical surfaces to prove a sharp version of Corollary 3.
2. Conjectured results in higher dimensions. Now consider the analogous problem in higher dimensions. Let Σ ⊂ R n be a smooth hypersurface, given by the boundary of some centred convex body. As before there exists φ : R n → [0, ∞) smooth away from the origin, homogenous of degree 1 and such that φ(ξ) = 1 if and only if ξ ∈ Σ. Define the weight w by
where M is an (n − 1) × (n − 1) matrix-valued function given by the negative of the adjugate of the Hessian matrix of φ. It is not difficult to show if κ denotes the Gaussian curvature of Σ then
for all ξ ∈ Σ.
By considering the conjectured L p − L q bounds for the prototypical case of the light cone {(ξ, |ξ|) : ξ ∈R n } (as described in, for example, [24] ) one is led to the following conjecture:
Conjecture. For 1 ≤ p < 2n n+1 and q = n−1 n+1 p the following holds:
for all F ∈ S(R n+1 ).
In order to proceed as before one would need an n-dimensional analogue of Sjölin's theorem. Based on the conjectured results for the restriction operator associated to the (n−1)-dimensional sphere in R n (see, for example, [24] ) one is led to the following affine restriction conjecture:
Conjecture (Affine restriction conjecture). For Σ ⊂ R n as above and 1 ≤ p < 2n n+1 and q = n−1 n+1 p the following holds:
for all f ∈ S(R n ), where κ denotes the Gaussian curvature of Σ and dσ surface measure.
One can adapt the proof of Proposition 1 to show whenever the affine restriction conjecture holds for some Σ and choice of exponents p, q satisfying It is remarked that a number of partial results are known regarding the affine restriction conjecture. The majority of these pertain to surfaces of revolution in R 3 : for affine restriction in this special case and related results see [1, 7, 17, 19, 20] . Recently, Oberlin [18] proved an affine restriction theorem for hypersurfaces in R n under a weak 'multiplicity condition'. In [8] Carbery and Ziesler discuss the possibility of universal affine restriction estimates in higher dimensions. Finally, interesting connections between the affine restriction conjecture and the affine isoperimetric inequality have been observed and discussed in [8, 19, 20] .
3. Optimality of the weight. Here arguments from [12, 13] are adapted in order to study the weight function
In particular, the following proposition demonstrates that w is a natural choice of weight for the conic restriction problem.
Proposition 4.
There exists a constant c > 0, independent of φ, such that whenever 0 ≤ ψ ∈ C( R n ) is a weight for which the following conic restriction estimate holds:
for all F ∈ S(R n+1 ) and p =
2(n+1)
n+3 , it follows that
for all ξ ∈ R n \ {0}.
To prove the proposition points where the curvature of Σ vanish are considered separately.
Lemma 5. Suppose 0 ≤ ψ is a continuous real-valued function on R n for which the following restriction estimate holds:
n+3 . If ψ(ξ 0 ) > 0 for some ξ 0 ∈ Σ then the curvature of Σ does not vanish at ξ 0 .
Proof. The proof is a minor adaptation of the work of Iosevich and Lu in [12] . By rotating the problem one may assume ξ 0 = (0, |ξ 0 |) lies on the positive ξ n -axis. In a neighbourhood of ξ 0 the surface Σ is given by the graph of a smooth function γ : U → R where U := B(0, ) ⊂ R n−1 is an open ball about the origin of radius 0 < < 1 and γ(0) = |ξ 0 |. Furthermore, by choosing sufficiently small one may assume ψ(tu, tγ(u)) ψ 1 for all u ∈ U , t ∈ (1 − , 1 + ) and also, by rotating the co-ordinate space, that the Hessian matrix γ (0) of γ at 0 is diagonal. Applying the co-area formula one observes 1
This is due to the fact that for all u ∈ U and t ∈ (1 − , 1 + ),
Fix some 0 < δ 1 and define the anisotropic dilations δ ±1 by
and also let G(δ) = sup{|Γ(δu)| : u ∈ U } where
Fix g 1 ∈ S( R n−1 ) and g 2 , g 3 ∈ S( R) with
for (ξ, ξ n , η) ∈ R n−1 × R × R. Substituting F δ for F in (10), the right-hand integral is then equal to
The double integral is bounded below by
and it is easy to see that the set appearing in the preceding expression contains
and so has measure 1. On the other hand, for p =
n+3 one observes
so that the restriction estimate implies
The remainder of the argument is identical to the proof of Theorem 2 of [12] . If 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 is the number of non-vanishing principal curvatures of Σ then, without loss of generality (by relabelling the variables),
where a 1 , . . . , a k = 0 and R is a higher order remainder term. The result follows if k = n − 1 so assume k < n − 1. In this case, notice |R(δu)| δ 3 for all u ∈ U and it follows G(δ)
Thus one obtains
for all 0 < δ 1 and this is the desired contradiction.
The proof of the proposition can now be given.
Proof (of Proposition 4).
Throughout the proof for any ξ ∈ R n , ξ will denote the unique point in Σ such that ξ = φ(ξ)ξ . Observe the estimate (8) is scale-invariant in the sense that it implies the same estimate but with ψ(ξ) replaced by the dilate ψ(Rξ) for any R > 0. Fix ξ 0 ∈ R n and note by rotating the problem one may assume ξ 0 = (0, |ξ 0 |) and by scale-invariance it suffices to prove the inequality
for any R > 0. Hence one may assume 1 ≤ φ(ξ 0 ) ≤ 2 with ψ(ξ 0 ) = inf{ψ(tξ 0 ) : 1 ≤ t ≤ 2} and, by the previous lemma, that the curvature of Σ is strictly positive at ξ 0 ∈ Σ. Clearly (8) implies the estimate
for all F ∈ S(R n+1 ) where ∆ := {ξ ∈ R n : 1 ≤ φ(ξ) ≤ 2} and
The new weightψ is continous, satisfiesψ(ξ 0 ) = ψ(ξ 0 ) and has the advantage of being homogeneous of degree 0. As in the proof of the preceding lemma, in a neighbourhood of ξ 0 the curve Σ is given by the graph of a smooth function γ : U → R for U ⊂ R n−1 an open ball about 0 with γ(0) = |ξ 0 | and, by the curvature hypothesis, det γ (0) = 0. Once again one may assume γ (0) = diag[a 1 , . . . , a n−1 ]; that is, γ (0) is a diagonal matrix with entries γ (0) ii = a i for i = 1, . . . , n − 1. Notice there is a natural way to parametrise the dilates of Σ: for any t > 0, in a neighbourhood of tξ 0 the curve Σ t is given by the graph of the function γ t : tU → R where γ t (u) = tγ(t −1 u).
Apply the co-area formula to obtain
for a suitable cut-off function χ on R n−1 × R. Thus one concludes
(12) The remainder of the proof is an adaptation of the method used to establish Theorem 1.1 of [13] . Let f 1 ∈ S( R n−1 ) and f 2 , f 3 ∈ S( R); fix δ > 0 and consider the function F δ ∈ S(R n+1 ) defined bŷ
where the notation
Now take F to be F δ in (12) and apply the hypothesised inequality together with a change of variables to deduce
Finally, utilising the homogeneity of bothψ and ∇φ one observes
whilst, by applying Taylor's theorem,
Hence, by the formula for the curvature of a graph-parametrised hypersurface together with (7), one concludes
where the final equality is due to the homogeneity of w. Observe the constant c is given by
where the infimum is taken over all f 1 ∈ S(R n−1 ) and f j ∈ S(R) for j = 2, 3.
4. Appendix: Type k conic surfaces. To conclude two slight errors in the existing literature, alluded to earlier in the introduction, are highlighted.
i) Theorem 1 of [4] contradicts the main theorem of [22] . For the case k ≥ 3, the range of exponents in the former should be 1 ≤ q ≤ p /(k + 1) and p ≥ k + 2. This discrepancy appears to be due to an incorrect application of the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem in [4] . By carrying out the interpolation correctly the proof appears to yield a result agreeing with [22] .
ii) The statement of Corollary 1 of [4] contains a typographical error. Specifically, the correct range of exponents for which inequality [4, (26) ] holds is also 1 ≤ q ≤ p /(k + 1) and p ≥ k + 2. Note Barceló's method produces the sub-optimal range 1 ≤ q ≤ p /(k+1) and p ≥ 2k.
The following theorem provides a sharp version of Corollary 1 of [4] .
Theorem 6. Suppose Σ is of finite type, let S be as above and dσ denote surface measure on S. For 1 ≤ p < ∞ and q = p /(k + 1) where k ≥ 3 is the type of Σ, the following estimate holds:
for all F ∈ S(R 3 ). The inequality is sharp in the sense that the Lorentz space L q,p (S, dσ) cannot be replaced with L q,r (S, dσ) for any r < p.
Note that statement of Theorem 6 mirrors precisely that of Sogge's restriction theorem for degenerate curves [22] . This is what one would expect since, in principle, the behaviour of conic restriction operator should match that of the operator associated to its generating curve. To prove the inequality (13) one can apply Nicola's slicing argument, in conjunction with the aforementioned result of Sogge [22] . Indeed, slightly modifying the slicing argument, this time using Lebesgue rather than Lorentz space inequalities, one may deduce
for all suitable u and any pair (p, q) satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 6. Note by real interpolation it suffices to show restricted strong-type inequalities for all such (p, q) and so one may assume u is a characteristic function. The inner Lorentz norm can therefore be replaced with a Lebesgue norm and the proof is concluded by applying Hölder's inequality. See also Theorem 1.3 of [14] . The slicing method also yields the analogous result for the whole cone (with suitably chosen measure) but on the restricted range 1 ≤ p ≤ k+1 k+2 (so that q ≤ p ). Unfortunately, Nicola's argument does not appear to adapt to give the Lorentz estimates for q > p on the whole cone.
It remains to substantiate the claim that the range of p stated in Theorem 6 is sharp. This is achieved by a minor adaptation of Sogge's counterexample from [22] . Fix a conical surface of type k ≥ 3 and exponents 1 < p < ∞ and q = p /(k + 1) (the case p = 1 is simpler and follows from a minor adaptation of the present argument). By rotating the problem and choosing the test function to be supported on a sufficiently small section of the cone it suffices to show for small 0 < δ there exists an integrable function 
where 0 < is a small constant to be chosen later. Clearly f satisfies (14) whilst, by Fubini's theorem and an obvious change of variables, T f
may be written as
Restrict the range of integration in the (x, y, r) variables to R 3 + and perform the change of variables (x, y, r) → (u, αu k , r) to bound the above integral below by
where Γ(t) = γ(t) − γ(0) − tγ (0). By a change of the t variable and the hypotheses on the exponents, the integrand in (15) may be rewritten as
Now let J(u, α, r) denote the double integral appearing inside the modulus signs in the preceding expression, multiplied by | log u| 1/p . It is claimed for some choice of 0 ≤ α 1 < α 2 , 0 ≤ r 1 < r 2 and R sufficiently large
Once the claim is established, it follows
and this concludes the proof. Write for all α ∈ [α 1 , α 2 ] and the estimate (18) follows.
